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In recent studies of women in music, numerous
issues regarding the role of history in shaping
perceptions of women's musical achievements
and contributions have been raised, calling for an
analysis of the methodologies of music history.
Thereinstatement of women to a history which has
frequently ignored or under-represented them requires more than the addition of women's stories;
analysis of the priorities and methodologies of
music history will enable a challenge to the patriarchal aspects of that discursive form. A history
which emphasizes large-scalecomposition, public
musical pursuits and a particular concept of 'greatness' has come to be seen as patriarchal in basis, as
it has repeatedly reinforced those areas in which
men have been most active and led to the devaluation of areas of women's greatest involvement.'
In language, structure and ideology, history has
often excluded women as agents of its discourse so
they are seen as supporters of a male-defined
tradition of music, rather than protagonists in the
history of the art. An analysis of the foundations
of music history in the form of a feminist
historiography potentially broadens the discipline
to include and sufficiently represent all
marginalized areas of musicology,2 prompting
mainstream music history to engage in constructive self-reflection.
The analytical and conceptual tools of feminist
historiography are important prerequisites for developing a feminist or non-patriarchal music
historiography. However, as a history of an art
form, feminist music historiography will necessarily diverge in some areas from its counterparts in
other disciplines. The materials of music history
differ from those of other historical forms, and the
nature of music as an art form comprising production, reception and performance results in a different relationship between the past and the present.
This study focuses upon feminist criticism, as
applied to general history and literature, in addition to music historiography in order to suggest
ways in which one might devise an historical form
which satisfies the aims of feminism, the art of
music and the creation of history.

I

Music historiography has often stumbled on the
issue of writing in a mode which attends sufficiently to the art form as well as the social and
cultural context in which that art was developed
and received. Dahlhaus saw that
music history, being the history of an art
form, seemsdoomed to failure:on the one
side it is flanked by the dictates of 'aesthetic autonomy', and on the other by a
theory that clings to the concept of 'continuity'. Music history fails either as history by being a collection of structural
analyses of separate works, or as a history
of art by reverting from musical works to
occurrences in social or intellectual history.3

Dahlhaus's final position, however, 'sees the
'Work of Art' as 'the cornerstone of music history': music history has become the history of a
series of canonical works. As this canon has
continued to ignore the work of women, .feminist
music history has emphasized the socio-political
aspects of music in order to reinstate women into
the literature. In particular, the context in which
women's activities were performed requires discussion in order that their work be given fair
judgment in relation to that of men.4 Edward Said
sees in music's 'autonomy fromthe socialworld.. .a
putative, or ascribed, fullness to self-sufficient
musicological work that is now much less justified
than ever before'.5 He sees musicology's attachment to 'aesthetic autonomy' as resulting in insulation from ideas in other branches of humanistic
interpretation, and suggests that further emphasis
be given to the social and cultural setting of music.
According to Dahlhaus however, such emphasis
would be seen to detract from the history of aesthetic works.
Like that of much music historiography,
Dahlhaus's view rests on the supremacy of the
'work' over the 'event': of 'poiesis, the creation of
forms', over 'praxis, or social action'.6 If we
consider the art not as a collection of artefacts
(manuscripts,recordings) or experiences (performances) but an intellectual, emotional or physical
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engagement with music (composition, performance, reception), the processes of music production become part of the art, not merely social
aspects related to the art. For Edward Said, the
'affiliations between music and society' constitute
the
transgressive element in music, . . . its
nomadic ability to attach itself to, and
become part of, social formations,to vary
its articulationsand rhetoric dependingon
the occasion as well as the audience, plus
the power and the gender situations in
which it takes place. '

Thus music's interconnection with social constructs does not necessarily detract from artistic
autonomy as both are conceived as constituent
elements of the whole artistic product. To develop
a view of art as a medium shaping, and shaped by,
society is to further shift the focus of musicology
toward discussions of the social and cultural significance of music and promote a basis for the
analysis of music from the point of view of gender.
Musicological discussionswhich prioritize gender issues naturally emphasize the social and cultural aspects in music, and lead feminist musicology, largely unconsciously, toward the methods of
ethnomusicology. In ethnomusicology, music is
approached as 'the result of human behavioural
processes that are shaped by the values, attitudes
and beliefs of the people who comprisea particular
culture'.8 Joseph Kerman sees the differences
between ethnomusicology and musicology
as between a primarily socio-culturalapproach to the subject matter and an
internalist one; between an anthropological orientation and a musicological one
(where the term ...refers to the study not
just of Western art music but of any music
qua music);or between 'context musicology' and 'product musicology'?

It is interesting that studies of women in music
and feminist musicology have often employed
exactly those approaches which Kerman recognizes as characteristic of ethnomusicologicalstudy.
Clearly, feminist music historiography could benefit greatly from the methods of ethnomusicology.
Further, if we accept the dichotomous opposition
Kerman constructs between musicology and
ethnomusicology, a somewhat fundamental question arises regarding the identity of feminist musi-

cology: should feminist musicology seek to define
itself as one of the numerous sub-groups of
ethnomusicology, strive toward gaining influence
as a branch of 'musicology' (under the terms of
Kerman, as quoted above) or develop as an independent discipline which lies somewhere between
the two? It is perhaps unfair to pose such a question
to a still youthful field, but it is one which is
becoming increasingly pertinent, and will be greatly
influenced by developments within each of musicology and ethnomusicology as much as feminist
musicology.10 Most important for women however is 'not the presence or absenceof.. .differences
of culture, class, and sex.. .that distinguishes one
musicology from another but the ways in which
these differences are acknowledged or concealed'.
Women's absence from music history is not the
result of their past inactivity in music. As a
mediator between present perceptions of the past
and actual historical experience, history has been
largely based on patriarchal constructs which have
asserted the primacy of the activity and achievements of men. The pre-eminence of public over
private musical pursuits and the devaluation of
genres in which women composed more frequently
than men have all resulted in the exclusion of
women from mainstream history.12 Marcia Citron
sees an intimate link between the 'hierarchization
of genre' and gender.13 By studying reviews of
late nineteenth-century music, she found that
the term 'salon music' became virtually
co-terminous with 'woman's music'. As
such it implied amateurism and hence a
lesser creative worth. Soon,regardless of
quality, the very fact of the genre predicted relegation to a lesser status: automatic trivialisation."

Women's composition, frequently in small forms
and written for intimate performance settings,was
rarely deemed worthy of inclusion in history.
Perhaps the greatest problem with much history
is that it presumes universal representation of
humankind when, more realistically, it represents
only one gender. Such 'liberal pluralism' is a naive
assumption of women's equality.15 It subsumes
women into mainstream history without acknowledging differences and hides women's actual activities. As described by Smith-Rosenberg, the
historian's ignoring of the distinct activities of
women is 'not simply to ignore a significant subContext 7 (Winter 1994)

group within the social structure. It is to rnisunderstand and distort the entire organisation of that
society'.l6
The paucity of accessiblematerial about women
in music is also related to the binary opposition of
the private and the public, as the records of private
activities are often rare and difficult to generalize
from. This reinforces the need for a feminist
theory of history to move away from the databasedfact findingof empirical and positivist methods and to seek different methods by which to
examine the silences in history.17 A lack of facts
can inspire new questions and encouragethe search
for new sources involving alternative methods of
investigation, not lead to the abandonment of a
whole field of research. For an historian immersed
in positivism however, a lack of data can only lead
to the kind of view expressed by Elton:
historical study is not the study of the past,
but the study of the present traces of the
past; if men have said, thought, done or
suffered anything of which nothing any
longer exists, those things are as if they
had never been. The crucial elementis the
present evidence, not the fact of past evidence;and questionsfor whose answer no
material existsaresmctly non- question^.'^

There is a danger that the methodology of positivist historians will be exclusive and phallocentric.
Elton's suggestion that questions for which there
are no answers are 'non-questions' implies that
history is a static and simplistic discipline, limited
to translating facts into text and denying the necessarily subjective element of all writing.19 Such a
view emerges as a barrier to change and development so that feminist histories and other nonmainstreamhistories might be silencedin response
to conservative demands that historians ask only
the right kind of questions.20
The advent of writings of music history which
aimed to make the activities and achievements of
women known occurred in the mid-1970s in response to a strengthening feminist movement and
similar developments in other historical disciplines. Such writings were often either biographical in style, focusing on exceptional women, or
generalized to write of women as an homogeneous
group.21 This branch of history is best described as
'women's history' in the sense that it places the
achievements of women alongside those of men,
adopting the priorities of patriarchal
yet
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it distinguishesbetween women and men to create
an awareness of the distinct and often unacknowledged work of women.
'Women's history' must still be considered a
'his-story' as it continues to employ patriarchal
values which have promoted large-scale composition over smaller scale works. The women who are
added to the 'salad bowl' of history are frequently
women who have achieved in those areas which
patriarchal history upholds as most worthy of
The first women to be added to
historical ~tudy.2~
history were those who acted like men, or were
attached to eminent men either by relation or
marriage. In a biography of Clara Schumann by
Chissel1,a the position of Clara as devoted wife of
Robert receives disproportionate importance in
comparison with the treatment of her compositions. Chissell emphasizes the limitations Clara
experienced as a mother and supporter to her
husband. While biographies of this sort expose the
multiple roles women often pursue, they also perpetuate notions of the woman primarily as the
supporter of a husband, and only secondarily as a
woman of her own achievements.
'Women's history' maintains the dominance of
the masculine as a yardstick from which the value
of the feminine is to be compared; it presents itself
as an 'Other' or additional view to be consideredF5
but fails to confront the manner in which
historiographical thought is conceived. The ongoing search for a 'great woman composer' and the
range of writing about the topic exposes an attachment to patriarchal models of thought. The 'great
woman composer' issue has been existent at least
since 1902 when Otto Ebel wrote: 'nature, so far,
has not produced a woman composer whose compositions compare with the works of the great
masters'.26 It is not the fault of nature that history
does not recognize any 'great women composers'.
In this sense, 'great' composer is a male-defined
concept.27 Not until that definition is altered to
judge women's activity as necessarily different
but equally valuable to men's will a woman be
recognized as an outstanding contributor to music
history. If there were a 'great woman composer'
under the present definition,she would effectively
be one who composes under the model of the
established canon of men's works. Women's
historical achievements will appear inferior to
men's if the criteria on which they are judged for
representation are not sufficiently receptive to the

differences between men's and women's experiences and hence between their creative work.
Like women's history, feminist history aims to
make women the agents of history, using their
experiences as the object of historical inquiry. Yet
feminist history aims to restructure history to the
extent that women will be at the centre of the
discipline, rather than existing at the periphery of
a patriarchal arena. Feminist history sees silences
in history as more than oversights or omissions;
they reflect the underlying values, biases and hierarchies of patriarchy that compensatory or additive history will not change.Z8 For Citron, it is the
canon of musicology and its 'conceptual modes'
that should be questioned:
musicology's values, categories,pioneers,
leadingpractitioners,and most important,
its epistemology about music itself have
been male-defined. In order to carve out
a meaningful framework for assessing
women musicians one should not rely
solely on traditional conceptual modes.
They are inadequate and inappr~priate.'~

The analysis and deconstruction of
historiography is considered imperative to turning
history into a discursive form which is inclusive of
women, yet appreciates differences between
women, and between genders. Challenging the
exclusivity of patriarchal history through feminism will continue to open the discipline of history
to other minority groups and aspects of musical
culture often looked down upon or neglected by
mainstream music history.
Recognizing the need to challenge Western art
music historiographyis not new, but there has been
little theory to specify exactly how music history
can be written to upset that tradition.30While more
and more writings in musicology have focused
upon women as subjects,
the new music scholarship has rarely provided new theories to interpret new data:
it has.. .not gone beyond distinctions between interpretation and presentation to
examine those of class and sex?'

This is where women's history becomes feminist history: by confronting the way in which
gender as a class operates in history, masculine
dominanceis necessarily challenged. Where women's history deals with 'why specific groups of
women share certain experiences', gender history

analyses how 'gender operates through specific
cultural forms'.32 The relationship between women
as a separate class from men is prioritized, as is the
changing status of women in different fields. Gender history approaches language as a medium
which constructs subjects through representation;
this results in a self-criticaltext which is conscious
of its inevitable subjectivity and bias.
The focus on gender as a social construct is
invaluable in examining how women are represented in history. It also emphasizes the importance of the context-social and musical-to any
interpretation of women's activity. Through the
use of gender as a focus of analysis, the relationship between gender and influence in musical
spheres can be examined. Scott, Curthoys and Hall
have all written of the potential for gender to guide
new questions for feminist history; Hall sees the
work of historians
not just [to] put the women back into a
history from which they had been left out,
but to rewrite that history so that proper
recognition would be given to the ways in
which gender, as a key axis of power in
society, provides a crucial understanding
of how any society is structured and organi~ed.~~

Scott suggests rewriting history to offer a new
narrative, new periodization and different causes
according to the different experiencesof
while Curthoys proposes a subversion of the public (male) versus private (female) dichotomy.
Curthoys sees that a history of women
must analyse why public life has been
considered to be the focus of history, and
why public life has been so thoroughly
occupied by men. We must find out how
the assumptions of female inferiority in
public life and subordination in the home
have operated in history. The concepts
usually operating in historiography, defining what is important, must be questi~ned.'~

In music, this domination of public over private
is closely related to the hierarchization of genre
mentioned previously. It also points toward other
apparent dichotomies in which the male-dominated area has assumed importance. For instance,
the over-representation in history of professional
musical activities at the expense of amateur ones
would appear, again, to be related to gender.
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Women were denied positions in professional orchestras until relatively recently, so most of their
orchestralactivity was in amateur orchestras,comprised solely of women rn~sicians.~~
Professional
orchestras are given ample attention in historical
literature, while the subject of amateur orchestras
has been passed over until recently.
Feminist historians believe history needs to be
reconceptualized and rewritten in order for women
and men to be represented equally. Contributory
women's history,which presentswomen's achievements as adjunct to mainstream history, has added
much knowledge of women's activities but has not
been able to alter the premises upon which history
has been constructed. The scrutinizing of definitions pertinent to music history writing will expose
the approaches of different historical styles and
lead feminist historians to see how history can be
written to integrate women and men. Emphasizing
musical processes and the function of gender in
music making, moving away from positivist methodologies and taking a much more inclusive approach to history writing are prerequisites to gaining more equal representation for women.
Historical inquiry often begins with the posing
of questions, and it is these questions as much as
the interpretation of material discovered which
reflect the world-view of the historian.37 If we can
ask questions which present women as agents of a
redefined history which is not subsumed within a
patriarchal history, we will have come a long way
in achieving for women equal and different representation in music history.
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